
iPhone X / 8 / 8 Plus



BEYOND U.S MILITARY STANDARD
WITHOUT THE BULK

LEVEL AEGIS Case is the most protective case
from Patchworks, yet it is not bulky. Easily exceeding
U.S Military Standard MIL-STD-810G standard
which require to survive after 26 consecutive free fall
drops from 4ft (1.2M) height at various angles.
Aegis assures extreme protection with high quality
dual-layered protection. In addition, corners are
protected by extra layer of PORON XRD Extreme
Impact protection cushion, makes this case triply
protected in such a low profile. Side of the case has
bump finish to ensure more grip. Front is raised high
so even with your tempered  glass screen protector
on, the case edge is still higher  than the surface of
the tempered glass screen protector.  All these at the
same time, Enjoy this Zero bulk LEVEL Aegis case. 
DROP IT! NO PROBLEM!



DROP TESTED
PROTECTION

LEVEL AEGIS case meets or exceeds U.S Military
standard drop testing requirements. It means it is protective
enough to protect your iPhone safely from 26 consecutive
free fall drops from 4ft (1.2m) height at various angles.
LEVEL AEGIS case is a dual layer case made of premium
polycarbonate and TPU that provides better impact
absorption while keeping simple and slimmer design than
other boxy cases in the market. Interior is structured to
disperse as much as impact energy as possible to achieve
minimum impact energy per area.



GERMAN POLYCARBONATE

THERMAL POLYURETHANE

DUAL LAYER
TRIPLE MATERIAL PROTECTION

Mighty strong German Polycarbonate and Thermal Polyurethane.
With additional Poron XRD at Corners.

XRD® Material gets its softness when at rest while above the “glass transition
temperature” (Tg) of the urethane molecules. When stressed at a high rate or
impacted quickly, the Tg of the material reaches the point when the urethane
momentarily "freezes" - like water freezing into ice. When this happens, the
material firms to form a comfortable protective shell that shields the body
from impact better than other protective foams currently available. On the
measure that matters most – absorbing more impact energy at higher speeds

WHAT IS PORON XRD?



AIR POCKET INTERIOR
FOR IMPACT ENERGY
DISPERSION
All the sides and back of the interior is designed with air
chamber system to ensure it absorb as much impact energy
as it can.

Front bezel is raised 1.8mm to ensure to
protect your screen even with the thick
tempered glass screen protector is on.
Front lip will be still higher even with your
tempered glass screen protector on.

High raised front lip

AIR POCKET INTERIOR



SIDE BUMP FOR
BETTER GRIP

Side of the case has bump finish to help you get more grip.



LARGE  PORT HOLE
Large cutouts of charging port hole allowing
to work with most 3rd party cables.

TACTILE  BUTTONS
Tactile buttons to ensure clicky responsive
feedback. 



MAGNETIC  CAR MOUNT
READY

Space for Metal plate is built-in the case
for your convenience.

Space for Car Mount
Metal Plate



LEVEL AEGIS

iPhone X

PC: BLACK
TPU: BLACK

LEVEL AEGIS

iPhone X

PC: RED
TPU: BLACK

LEVEL AEGIS

iPhone X

PC: WHITE
TPU: GREY

LEVEL AEGIS

iPhone X

PC: PINK
TPU: GREY

for iPhone X



LEVEL AEGIS

iPhone 8

PC: BLACK
TPU: BLACK

LEVEL AEGIS

iPhone 8

PC: RED
TPU: BLACK

LEVEL AEGIS

iPhone 8

PC: WHITE
TPU: GREY

LEVEL AEGIS

iPhone 8

PC: PINK
TPU: GREY

for iPhone 8



LEVEL AEGIS

iPhone 8 Plus

PC: BLACK
TPU: BLACK

LEVEL AEGIS

iPhone 8 Plus

PC: RED
TPU: BLACK

LEVEL AEGIS

iPhone 8 Plus

PC: WHITE
TPU: GREY

LEVEL AEGIS

iPhone 8 Plus

PC: PINK
TPU: GREY

for iPhone 8 Plus



KOREA HQ

Oakshin Tower 3F, 117 Dogok-Ro
Gangnam-Gu, SEOUL, KOREA, 06253
+82 70 4237 0599 
Sales in Charge: Mr. Weon Rhee (COO)
E-mail: wp.rhee@pnshdi.com

www.patchworksonline.com

Patchworks Global Inc (USA)

377 Van ness Ave Suit #1205
Torrance, CA 90501

For sales or media inquiry, please contact us at wp.rhee@pnshdi.com


